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ABSTRACT
Open-source languages like R and Python are immensely popular and quite useful. Did you know you
could write code blocks of Python and R inside of SAS programs? You can also invoke SAS® analytics
from open-source programs. In this presentation, we will summarize all the ways SAS and open source

INTRODUCTION
SAS has had a long team relationship with open-source programs. PROC IML (Interactive Matrix
Language) has enabled programmers to run R code in SAS for years. The new cloud-based SAS
environment, SAS Viya, has enabled more opportunities to incorporate R program. It has also opened
the door for several ways to integrate SAS with Python. This paper will explore some of the methods
SAS programmers can use to get the most out of the intersection of SAS and open-source coding
methods.
All SAS code shown in the paper was run in SAS Studio.

R AND SAS
R WITH SAS 9.4
The primary method of using R and SAS together has always been PROC IML. The basic code structure
for using R in this manner is to call PROC IML, move SAS data into R, operate R code, then mode data
back to SAS, if necessary:

PROC IML;
call ExportDataSetToR(<“SAS libname.dataset”>,”<R data frame>”);
submit / R;

R code block

end submit;
call ImportDataSetFromR(”<SAS dataset to write>”,”<R data frame>”);
quit;

A basic example of this would be:
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Display 1. PROC IML Code

Note that in the R code block, the syntax is complete R code, even though the syntax highlighting might
be using SAS keywords. Also note that there is no need for semi-colons, just use whatever R code is
appropriate.
The output of this code will show up in the Results tab, where it will look just like R output.

Display 2. PROC IML Results
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Programs can include library statements to add packages to the R session, but the system administrator
must be the one to install packages into the environment.
When creating R graphics, currently there is not a way for the graphs to show up in the output windows.
To get the output, you’ll have to write it out to a file location (e.g. , use the png function in ggplot2 library).

There are also some R libraries that will allow you to read SAS datasets into R dataframes in the R
environment.

Package

Details

sas7bdat

df=read.sas7bdat(“heart.sas7bdat”)
No function for writing files
Part of the tidyverse, includes functions for
reading and writing SAS, SPSS and Stata files.

haven

•

Read_sas()

•

Write_sas()

Table 1. R packages for interacting with sas7bdat datasets

Display 3. Using haven library to read SAS datasets into R

R AND SAS VIYA
All of the PROC IML code will run exactly the same in the Viya environment, so everything above works
just the same. Additionally, there is an R package called SWAT (Scripting Wrapper for Analytic Transfer)
that enables you to interface with the SAS Cloud Analytical Services (CAS), which are the in-memory
data libraries that is at the center of the Viya platform. The SWAT package allows you to write an R
program that will connect to a CAS server and analyze large in-memory datasets, then use the results in
the R environment.
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Display 4. Connecting to CAS data libraries in R Studio via the swat library

Display 5. Using SAS Code to subset table and read to R data frame
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PYTHON AND SAS
For most SAS programmers, the main way to work with Python will be on the Viya platform. There are
two main methods that will be used – writing Python programs that interact with SAS datasets and
methods, and by using PROC PYTHON inside a SAS program. For using SAS code in Python, the
SASpy library is used (check out the documentation in the recommended reading section).
The best way to see SAS and Python in action is by an example:

Display 6. SAS and Python in the same program.
It’s important to remember that the code inside the PROC Python code is straight-up Python code. The
syntax formatting, however, is currently only beign applied to SAS keywords, which can be slightly
misleading. Note that we had to start comments with a ‘#’. Also note that Python is case sensitive and
that indentation means something specific (used in functions, loops and if..then statements), so be
consistent with Python code formatting.
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Let’s examine what’s happening in the lines of this program
Lines

Description

3

Assign a value to the SAS macro variable language

5-6

Start the Python coding

8

Prints a message to the SAS log

11

Use the SASpy package to assign the value of &language to the python variable lang.

12

Python code for assigning a value to the variable ver

15

Use SASpy to submit text to the SAS engine. Note that the text inside the brackets is
presented in Python format, with the .format() method being used to insert the values of
lang and ver into the {} in the text string.

19

Assign a value to var3 by applying a SAS function via the sasfnc method.

20

Print the value of var3 to the log

24

Use the SAS.symput() method to assign the value of py_var to a SAS macro variable.

27-28

End the PROC PYTHON block

31

Put the value of &macrovar to the SAS log

35-36

Print the dataset that was created by the Python code in line 15

Table 2. Explanation of SAS/Python Code
Let’s examine the log:

Display 7. SAS Log for lines 5-6
First up, you can see that Python was initialized, with the version number and source identified.

Display 8. SAS Log for line 15
Here you can see the translation of the Python code in the SAS.submit function from line 15. Note that it
shows the actual code submitted (the way the MLOGIC & MPRINT options work in SAS). The notes
indicate that the code was run and the TEST dataset was created.
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Display 9. SAS Log for lines 8 & 20
At the bottom of the log, you can see the output that was written in various lines in the program. It will all
be placed together, so it is important to print blank lines for easier reading if applicable.

Display 10. SAS Log for line 31
Finally, we see that a SAS macro variable was created in Python, and the variable and its value are
available in the rest of the SAS program.

CONCLUSION
SAS has been integrated with open-source programming for years through integrating R in PROC IML,
and the Viya environment opens up several new ways to code in a variety of language. For SAS
programmers, PROC IML and PROC PYTHON will be most common ways to implement new methods.
There are other ways open-source can be utilized that were beyond the scope of this paper. Some of
those include:
•

Open-source programming nodes in Viya Model Building

•

API calls for R, Python and several other languages

•

SWAT for Python
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RECOMMENDED READING
SAS DOCUMENTATION
•

PROC PYTHON documentation:
https://go.documentation.sas.com/doc/en/pgmsascdc/v_017/proc/n0asd2rsj9aedgn1828aptww56of.ht
m

•

R Haven Package: https://haven.tidyverse.org/

•

SAS & Open Source Integration: https://www.sas.com/en_us/software/viya/open.html

•

SAS Scripting Wrapper for Analytics Transfer (SWAT) for R: https://github.com/sassoftware/R-swat

•

SASpy Library for Developers: https://developer.sas.com/guides/saspy.html
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